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Vertically Integrated Architectures: Versioned Data Models, Implicit Services, and Persistence-Aware ProgrammingApress, 2018

	
		Understand how and why the separation between layers and tiers in service-oriented architectures holds software developers back from being truly productive, and how you can remedy that problem. 

	
		Strong processes and development tools can help developers write more complex software, but large amounts of code can...
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Deploying OpenLDAPApress, 2004

	...I was excited to see Deploying OpenLDAP, by Tom Jackiewicz and published by Apress, on Amazon's electronic bookshelf. After reviewing the Table of Contents I quickly ordered the book.


	For all the work and time invested in using LDAP, not enough time has been spent designing the layout and the logic of directories. End...
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BizTalk Server 2016: Performance Tuning and OptimizationApress, 2018

	
		Gain an in depth view of optimizing the performance of BizTalk Server. This book provides best practices and techniques for improving development of high mission critical solutions.  You'll see how the BizTalk Server engine works and how to proactively detect and remedy potential bottlenecks before they occur.

	...
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Health Care for Us All: Getting More for Our InvestmentCambridge University Press, 2009
Health Care for Us All challenges the common belief that health care problems in the United States are difficult and possibly insoluble. Americans want to get more for their health care spending, including insurance coverage for all that is personal, portable, and permanent. They want a system that respects incentives for quality care, exhibits...
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Working Smart in Adobe Photoshop CS2Adobe Press, 2006
Everyone uses Photoshop; however, not everyone uses it efficiently! With this guide, the folks at Adobe Press are hoping to remedy that situation. Realizing that if you're a veteran Photoshop user, you may still be using methods more suitable to long-ago versions and that if you're new to Photoshop, you may be...
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Online Damage Detection in Structural Systems: Applications of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition, and Kalman and Particle Filters (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2014

	This monograph assesses in depth the application of recursive Bayesian filters in structural health monitoring. Although the methods and algorithms used here are well established in the field of automatic control, their application in the realm of civil engineering has to date been limited. The monograph is therefore intended as a reference...
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Mathematical Statistics with ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009


	This textbook is of an interdisciplinary nature and is designed for a two- or one-semester course in

	probability and statistics, with basic calculus as a prerequisite. The book is primarily written to give

	a sound theoretical introduction to statistics while emphasizing applications. If teaching statistics

	is the main purpose of a...
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Geeks On Call Windows XP: 5-Minute FixesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Preventing the dreaded "Windows Fever"
If you've used Windows XP for any length of time, you've probably had at least a mild attack. Symptoms include rising blood pressure, verbal outbursts, and an overpowering urge to pitch your PC off the roof. Geeks On Call has the remedy, and this book is the prescription. In it you'll find the...
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Face Biometrics for Personal Identification: Multi-Sensory Multi-Modal Systems (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007

	From time immemorial, the security realm and personal identification task had
	shown progress by employing technological means like secret knowledge as passwords
	and Personal Identification Numbers, and by using personal possessions as
	identity cards and Radio Frequency Identification chips. As opposed to these means
	which are...
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Pro Visual Studio 2005 Team System Application DevelopmentApress, 2006

	Visual Studio 2005 Team System is a large and complex product, and is arguably the most sophisticated development environment that Microsoft has ever built. It has enormous potential to improve people’s working lives by allowing them to draw together disparate tasks within a single reporting and testing structure.


	In order to...
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Magento Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	You've built a great online store and all you need now are customers. This is where this invaluable tutorial comes in. Specifically written for Magento users, it uncovers the deep secrets of successful Search Engine Optimization.


	Overview

	
		Optimize your store for search engines in other countries and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Samba in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
When Linux or Unix gets adopted by computing groups that  already have users working with a version of the Windows platform,  administrators overseeing the network integration of the two operating  systems look to Samba to make a connection. Sams Teach Yourself  Samba in 24 Hours furnishes 24 one-hour essential lessons geared  toward...
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